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assess the feasibility of introducing new types of services. Practice shows that the 
most suitable option, at the present stage, is the use of information technology. 
The investment of small investments in innovation gives a big economic effect 
in the form of profit, on the one hand, and the savings of the own fund, on the other. 
And the application of innovations in general gives a big leap for the development of 
a travel company. 
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VARIOUS TYPES OF LETHER FINISHES 
When purchasing a leather suite, it is important to consider the different finishes 
that are available to you. The pros of buying leather are its extreme durability, 
strength and richness in color.  
The manufacturers select leather of a quality standard. When leather is cut, 
special precautions are taken to minimise damage and waste. The leather is then 
assembled and all the pieces are again inspected for quality [2]. 
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The process of finishing leather begins with a thin coat of particular finishes 
spread over the leather. After this is applied, wet skins are laid over the coated leather 
enhancing the soft feel of the leather. After this, the leather may be dyed to various 
colors or re-tanned to ensure it is finished to an acceptable standard [1]. 
There are many benefits of the process of finishing: firstly leather increases its 
durability and strength and protects it from stains; secondly, it looks shiner and is 
more flexible and, therefore, more comfortable than non-finished leather.  
The process of finishing leather also increases the life of the color after the 
leather is dyed and, finally, finishing leather leaves the leather looking softer and 
more lustrous than non-finished leather. 
Although there are many different types of finishes for leather, there are five 
major ones. 
Fully Pigmented Finish – This is the most popular finish for leather and also the 
most straight-forward. This finish is simply many coats of color and sealer. This 
creates a rich single color and a soft feel to the leather. 
Antique Finish – This finish is often comprised of two different colors. First a 
lighter base coat is applied. This is often repeated many times to deepen the color. 
Once the base color is the desired hue, a thin layer of a darker color is applied. This 
results in a final two-toned color. Finally a sealer is applied 
Wyper Finish – This technique is very similar to the antique finish, but instead 
of leaving the second, darker color where it sits after it is applied, the wyper finish 
requires that it be wiped off with a special solution. This adds some texture to the 
two-toned leather. Again, a sealant is applied once the color is satisfactory. 
Corrected Grain Finish – To create this finish, the leather is scarred and warped 
using an artificial grain. This creates an embossed finish that leaves the leather 
looking similar to vinyl and is very lustrous. 
Full Grain Finish – This last finish is the softest and most natural looking. 
Generally the leather is not dyed or changed in any way, just sealed to ensure it lasts 
as long as your love for it [1]. 
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Knowing the different finishes of leather and their benefits helps you to make a 
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VEGETABLE TANNING 
Sustainability is becoming an increasingly important issue in the leather 
industry. Modern, future-oriented leather production must bring economic interests, 
ecological soundness, and consumer benefit into line. 
Vegetable tanning is a traditional craft process that tanneries have handed down 
from father to son for over 200 years, using both ancient recipes and state-of-the-art 
technology. With vegetable tanned products, you can really see the skill that has gone 
into producing them. 
Vegetable tanning is a traditional craft process that tanneries have handed down 
from father to son for over 200 years, using both ancient recipes and state-of-the-art 
